
HOW MANY SONGS DID MICHAEL JACKSON WRITE

Michael Jackson couldn't read or write music. He could How many songs did Michael Jackson really write to be released
after his death?.

After a spell filleting fish in the Ross Frozen Foods factory, Grimsby, Temperton answered an advertisement
in Melody Maker for a keyboardist with Heatwave and went to join the band in Hamburg. Had it all in his
head, harmony and everything. Writing a song is the biggest moment of all. Suddenly, the minute Jones shows
up on the scene, Michael Jackson is writing full-fledged mega-hits all by his lonesome? The song got its start
from a bass riff idea that Jackson hummed to Johnson, who then shaped it into the familiar riff we all know
and love. Songwriter Crystal Cartier took him to court for plagiarism and during the trial Jackson was asked to
describe his song-writing process. Thanks in large part to Michael's precocious talent, the Jackson Five
quickly progressed from performing in local talent shows to landing a record deal with Motown. Inducted
Thirteen Grammys; wrote over songs Michael Jackson's remarkable year career scaled unparalleled musical,
commercial and critical heights. For Jackson's next album, Temperton wrote three more songs, including the
above-mentioned "Thriller". This has all the looks of a singer incapable of writing, much less performing his
own material, and being propped up by a team of producers and song doctors. So much for the staying power
of New Jack Swing. Posted by. The participation of Jackson in the writing process isn't being disputed, but,
rather, the fact that he took SOLE songwriting credit for those songs. Jackson created some of the greatest pop
anthems of all time. That collection was followed two years later by Blood on the Dance Floor: HIStory in the
Mix, which combined new material with dance mixes of his hits. Now, regardless of how well anyone is able
to hum a musical idea to someone capable of playing an instrument, the end result is always going to be
different when interpreted by a musician. Paul McCartney has sold over million records without learning how
to notate. MJ circa Okay, so just who is Rod Temperton, you ask? It began with a proclamation by a friend
that when Michael Jackson died, we not only lost a great performer, but a great songwriter as well. The two
men hit it off immediately. In fact, it took seven writers and four producers, including Jackson, to craft the
dreadful "Heaven Can Wait". Especially if said musician is, himself, a gifted songwriter like Johnson or
Temperton. Temperton later recalled that as a child he would drift off to sleep to the sound of a transistor radio
playing Radio Luxembourg in the background. To the former, I begrudgingly conceded, but I could not have
disagreed more with the assertion that Jackson one of the Great American Songwriters. Temperton responded
by penning three songs, including the 1 hit "Rock With You". Every note of every chord, harmony, melody,
bass and even the rhythm through beat-boxing. Quite frankly, if we're going to continue to toss the word
"genius" around like a set of lawn darts, the very least we can do is get the bleeping credits right. He would
actually sing the entire arrangement into a micro-cassette recorder complete with stops and fills. So how did
Jackson single-handedly write such timeless classics as "Beat It" and "Billie Jean" when he doesn't even touch
the piano in the above interview when asked how he writes a song, even though he's sitting right in front of
one, yet he immediately gets up and demonstrates his dancing skills when asked. Steve Porcaro once told me
he witnessed MJ doing that with the string section in the room. You could see the merchandising for this one
word, how it jumped off the page as Thriller. That is not what's being argued here. He learnt to play drums
while playing truant from school and would play along to the test card on the television. Today it does.


